
Let’s Revise Insects and Birds:

Put out the Picture Cards of the Birds and Insects at random, and ask your child if they remember a way to divide 
the pictures into groups. Hopefully they will divide them into ‘insects’ and ‘birds’ as they did before, but if not, 
discuss their ideas and then show them that today they will be grouping them in this way. 

When your child has grouped the pictures and named them verbally, draw two circles on your whiteboard or 
sheet of paper (see images on the next page). Remind your child that they have seen circles like these before. Ask 
them if they can tell you what the circles mean. Agree: Yes, one circle represents birds and the other represents 
insects. We can use the circles to represent the two groups. We call the circles that we use when we do this type 
of work ‘Grouping Circles’.

Note: At this stage it is important not to put the pictures themselves into the circles, or to help your child by 
drawing in them; we want your child to move to the next level of abstraction and to see the circles themselves as 
substitutes for the categories insects and birds. If your child has difficulty, use gestures and intonation as well as 
verbal explanations to help them to connect the groups of pictures to their respective circles mentally.

Now ask your child if they have any ideas about how to remember which Grouping Circle is for which group of 
pictures. Agree that we could use initial letters as labels for the Grouping Circles (B for bird, I for insect), or we 
could invent symbols.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 6 Picture Cards of Birds and 
6 of Insects from L31

 2 Grouping Circles Puzzle 
sheets (per child)

 A whiteboard (or at least 2 
sheets of A3 paper if not) 
and pens

 A pencil (per child)

15–20 minutes

IS IT BIRD? IS IT A BEE?

To foster understanding of the relationship between a superset and two subsets 
using Grouping Circles as visual organisers
To confirm the qualitative relationship between a superset and a subset, i.e. members of 
the subset share common distinguishing features
To confirm the quantitative relationship between a superset and a subset, i.e. the superset 
contains more members than the subset
To develop symbolic literacy – code and decode visual models 
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Your child can use the category names birds, insects and animals correctly.
Your child understands that we can draw a bigger circle round the two smaller circles to show that insects and birds are animals.
Your child understands that there are more animals than insects, and more animals than birds.
When shown a model consisting of a large circle enclosing two smaller ones, and given a name for the bigger circle, your child can give 
appropriate names to the two smaller circles.
When shown a model consisting of a large circle enclosing two smaller ones, and given a name for one of the smaller circles, your child 
can give appropriate names to the other small circle and to the bigger circle enclosing both.
Your child can decide what to put inside the three circles of a Grouping Circles Puzzle, and create symbols for each circle.
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Show your child how to draw a simple generalised bird symbol to go in one of the Grouping Circles, and ask what should go in that Grouping Circle 
(birds). Repeat with an insect symbol in the second circle.

Ask your child if they think that we need to put any pictures inside the circles to know what goes inside them. Agree: No, we don’t – when we see this 
circle and its symbol, we know it means ‘the flat where all the insects live’. When we see the other circle and its symbol we know it means ‘the flat 
where all the birds live’. We know who lives inside the flats even if we can’t see – just like we know who lives in our home with us even when the door 
is shut and all the curtains are closed.

Let’s Draw a Big Grouping Circle round the Small Ones:

Draw their attention again to the two groups of pictures. Ask if they can think of a name for all the pictures – one word that is a name for all of them 
(animals). Then tell your child: I’m going to remind you of something about the group of birds and the group of insects. But I’m not going to use any 
words. Ask them to watch carefully as you draw a large circle around the two smaller circles.

Ask your child if they can explain why you drew a bigger circle, so that both the small Grouping Circles are inside a bigger one. Discuss and agree: Yes, 
that’s right, animals – it is the one word for everything that is inside the big Grouping Circle. Birds are animals and insects are animals. The birds and 
the insects are both animals! And our big circle shows us that!

Show them how to draw a generalised animal symbol to represent everything that belongs inside the big Grouping Circle.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

IS IT BIRD? IS IT A BEE? – continued 
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To help your child remember the meaning of the Grouping Circles, remind them: The big circle is the ‘block of flats where all the animals live’, while 
the small circles inside it are ‘flats’. Each different type of animal has its own ‘flat’ inside the ‘block’; so there is a ‘flat for birds’ and there is a ‘flat for 
insects’.

Finally, ask: Which is more, the animals or the insects? (Animals.) Which is fewer, the animals or the birds?  (Birds.) If they have difficulty with these 
questions, draw their attention to the relative sizes of the circles.

What Could This Model Be?

Rub off everything except the three circles from your whiteboard (or take a new sheet of paper with one large circle and two other circles inside it). 
Say: So we used a big Grouping Circle with two smaller Grouping Circles inside to represent something. We showed the big group – all the animals, 
with two smaller groups inside it, the group of all the insects and the group of all the birds. Can you think of any other big group with smaller groups 
inside it?

If they have difficulty coming up with any ideas by themselves, or to give them even more ideas, point to the big circle and say: If the big circle is 
‘flowers’, what could these smaller circles be? (Daisies, roses, etc.) If the big circle is ‘fruit’, what could the smaller circles be? (Apples, pears, grapes, 
etc.)

Now point at one of the smaller Grouping Circles and ask: If this small Grouping Circle is for all the flowers, what could be inside this other one? (All 
the trees.) And what could the big circle be? (Plants.)

Grouping Circles Puzzles (Independent Work)

Tell your child that now they are going to make ‘Grouping Circles Puzzles’. Give them one of their blank Grouping Circles Puzzle sheets and ask them 
to think about what they could put inside the Grouping Circles (ideas that they had in the previous activity or that they can think of now). Explain: In 
this game, you are not allowed to draw lots of pictures of things in each circle. Instead, you can only draw one symbol for each Grouping Circle. You 
must design clever symbols so that anyone can understand what your three groups are.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

IS IT BIRD? IS IT A BEE? – continued 
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Discuss their completed puzzles, and see if you (or another child doing the session) can guess what each grouping circle represents. If it’s not clear, 
encourage your child to revise their symbols. 

Repeat at least one more time with the other blank Grouping Circles Puzzle sheet. If your child loves doing this, you could have them make more of 
these puzzles and make a collection of them in a book or folder. 

IS IT BIRD? IS IT A BEE? – continued 
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Your child may also enjoy using their puzzles to create sorting games that they could play with another child doing this session, or another friend or 
family member.

Ask them to choose one of their completed Grouping Circle Puzzle sheets. Give them a sheet of A4 paper divided into two rows, each row containing 
three squares and ask them to draw a picture in each square. Explain that the pictures in the top row should show objects that belong in one of the 
small Grouping Circles, and the pictures in the bottom row should show pictures that belong in the other. Then they can cut out the squares and 
store them in an envelope, together with the corresponding completed Grouping Circle Puzzle sheet. When they are ready to play, the player takes 
the picture cards from the envelope and organises them into two groups, according to the Grouping Circle Puzzle sheet.
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Grouping Circle Puzzle sheets
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